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RH
We organized this meeting today to discuss what to do with the Center,
what it now is, what it should'-be and what directions it might take . The purpose
o f the discussion is to explore the possibilities, without necessarily arriving at
a specific set of conclusions . Briefly the problems we face are these : (1) a
decrease in funding from the Council and general decreases in video funding from
olaces such as the Rockefeller Foundation along with an increase in the use and
scope of the programs at the Center (2) a small staff (3) no real potential for
expansion . The purpose of the Center is to explore and develop what can be done
with television, specifically video processing . The area of processing is the
strength of the program and that is probably the area that should be developed .
I have at this point certain biases coming from my involvements this year at the
Center and at the Cinema Department . I have said that I would close it down next
year . That is unfair . I would like to hear from all of you about what you think
the Center is and what it should become .
`+f4
I would say that in general public access in the Midwest is without much support . Alternative colleges, particularly the educational aspects, are also not supported . The self-motivated educational experience is also part of the Center's overall program . There appears to be an increased use of the Center but a decrease in
the funding .
SM
There are a greater number of artists using the studio this year ; we are also
picking up many new people and almost everyone working at the Center is concerned
with image processing .
.7W In terms of survival, I think that the individuals should survive ; by individuals
I mean those people who have gone through the process, who have been directly involved .and who have a real commitment . I don't necessarily mean the artists who use
the Center .
SV
The Center should not support people to survive ; there should be a core of
people to administer the Center, but the outside people coming into the Center
should contribute, should bring things into the Center . They can help to maintain
the Center or donate tapes or bring in money . It should also not be as open to the
public ; it must be limited to people with some knowledge of video .
The I" law of the
Center is as a service center . There are also no credits on tapes coming out of the
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the Center . There has been a great body of work which has been made at the Center
and most of it is invisible . That kind of thing is important .
SM
Peer and I have made efforts to correct those problems . We have drawn up a statement for artists who use the facility ; it includes issues like cleaning up, donating
tapes to the library and putting appropriate credits on tapes . We have put together
some cards to make it easier for people to include credits . We have tried to emphasize
to people that the Center is their place. and it is to their benefit to work for it .
However, reciprocal donations by artists, in-kind services, don't really assist in
terms of the budgets . In terms of practical functioning it works ; for example, we
have no funds for tape acquisition, but we are building the library now through the
artist's donation of works . But those kinds of in-kind contribution don't really
help with the financial problems .
SV
Yes . The point I was trying to make was that the Center must not support people,
but allow them to work and to contribute .
',1d
I think that the access might have to go . There is no real interest in the educational aspects of the Center's program, the Center as a learning environment with
emphasis on self-motivation . And there is no system for the support of access . I
think that money should go for administration and library, for information generation
and dissemination and for research on processing .
SV
The priority is definitely research with the Center serving as a resource Center .
(In answer to a question by Paul Davis) No . There isn't any money for research either .
SM
In the past the Center has justified the research by the use of the systems by
artists in the production program, by pointing to practical applications of the systems . This has been the case since the development of the Paik/Abe synthesizer in
1971 . We might explore the idea of justification of the research by making the information developed by the research available to interested people, rather than
making the machines available .
RH
I think that we should publish the results of the last several years of systems
development . We have talked about it for several years, but have never had the time
necessary to do the job . Research also includes making the machines available to
artists to see what they will do with them ; that has been the case in the past at
the Center .
SV
I think that we should make a distinction between service to people and service
to the artists, services to the field, an area which has been neglected . The Center
does this .
RH
One of the problems is that the Center doesn't fit neatly into the categories
for the performing or visual arts . For example the Center can't accurately determine
the numbers of people served, for example by citing the audience or attendence figures .
One criticism that has been made is that the Center doesn't reach a broad enough group
of people . We know that tapes made at the Center are shown all over, and we have tried
and do try to have artists keep us up to date on the places of exhibition . We also
know that the information is incomplete ; many tapes don't have credits on them .
To be fair, video is probably one of the highest funded areas in terms of the percentage of the total budget which is funded by the Council . The Council is trying
t o force the issue by insisting that grasps find other sources of-assistance . In
some ways that's right . But it presents real problems to an organization, particularly
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when other foundations are withdrawing support for video .Another possibility that
we can discuss is attaching the Center to the University . This would mean that we would
have to convince the local administration of the worth of the operation ; this would
probably be done by providing service to the general public . We would again be emphasizing the community television concept .
SV
Financial support is very necessary for community access work - the equipment
maintenance and repair and the traveling that must be done to educate people . It
seems that attachment to the University is possible only with strong administrative
support .
PD
I think that the University would be interested in the sociological, technical
or psychological aspects, but not in the art .
RH
I'm not sure . The University does support the Cinema Department and other arts
programs, but this may be a bad time for the University . The Center has had some contact with SUNY Central and has done some work with the university-wide arts program ;
w e could appreabh central administration, but the political aspects must be considered and two years would probably be necessary .
SV

So we are back to the question of housing .

RH
I think we should consider support for the basic structure . I think we need
a builder/designer, people like David (Jones), Rich (Brewster) and Paul (Davis) .
We also need someone to administer . I hesitantly say Sherry ; I don't want her to do
it, but she wants to do it . And we also need a librarian, a suggestion of Walter's .
WW
We may not need all this . By librarian I meant a research assistant, a person
who could help with the information collection and publishing .
SV
People accessing the microprocessor don't need to be paid . With our system people
are satisfied to get the use of a system like that . People should contribute, should
donate services . The old Kitchen was run by all the people working and using the place ;
and the Center has much more to offer in terms of systems and instruction . The fee
possibility is a good idea ; people may use their time better if they pay for it,
although you certainly can't charge a fee that accurately reflects maintenance and repair . At the Kitchen the audience was better when asked for contributions . When people
pay they seem to become more committed .
WW
It seems to me that we are talking about two impossibilities : (1) funding for
public access and (2) joining the University . It seems that in the middle ground is
the research idea . The model for the Center remains the same : people from outside
contribute . I think the research is the ultimate survival of the idea ; when people
finally need information on processing and systems they can turn to the Center . If
we have the research ready and published, we can provide the necessary service . As
Steina said, many places are already involved with video on some level, places like
the community colleges and adult education ; they alreadv offer access to simpler
equipment now, and they will probably expand in the future .
RH
Another idea that I think that we should talk about . Is the Center mainly an
idea, a concept, with many physical locations - like Buffalo, Grand Rapids, New
York City . Or do we need a centralized space .
PD

I think that the space is .central to the existence and identity of the Center .
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I know that when SAT (School of Advanced Technology at SUVY-Binghamton) changed
buildings, the whole pattern of communication changed . The Center has developed in
that space an entire social structure and an identity .
WW
From an architectural point of view, a change in space or physical location might
assist in the change of direction of the Center .
SV
The space must be self-run ; it needs to be confined and limited especially in
terms of access . Of course it must be administered, but by the small grouo of people .
The Center now gives out and nothing comes in . This must be reversed . Artists must
contribute, with information, research or money .
WW
That is the kind of thing I am interested in facilitating . When I was at the
Center, I know that there was so much pressure to serve outside artists that no time
remained for research and writing ; they were squeezed in to the six hours you could
stay awake after everything else was done .
PH
We will probably get less money next year than this year to continue all of our
programs, and we may be able to squeek through, but we can't continue that for long .
We have been concerned about this for a long time . Every year, usually on less money,
we run the same programs and in fact expand the programs, the numbers of people involved . It has taken an enormous effort . The Center is an idea, and people must be
concerned with the Center and willing to contribute .
SV

Some artists may drop out because they may not be willing to contribute .

WW
Maybe we could use any money next year to institute this new program . Except
that the proposal is already in for next year isn't it .
RH
Yes . We sign a contract to provide the programs and services, and we must meet
those commitments .
SM
I think that what we could do is to begin to implement the new programs next
year .For example, we have been talking about a fee structure for next year . I think
we will understand better the impact of this as it goes .
PD

So what you are talking about is raising some barriers .

SM
In a sense . We have been raising barriers this past year . Programs are already
more selective ; it is more difficult for artists to get in . They must know something
about video . Access to portapacks is linked directly to the studio program . Workshops
are run by fee . I have mixed feelings about public access ; what we are really talking
about by the term 'public access' is access by artists . The artists working at the
Center now and for the last several years are seriously involved with processing of
video images . Many of them cannot purchase their own equipment for a variety of reasons .
There really is no other place to work in pmcessing .Possibly Synapse .
SV

Synapse doesn't take people off the street .

PB
We aren't talking about people off the street . We really haven't taken people
off the street for several years . Artists who work at the Center have experience with
video systems although they may come from different arts .
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WW
The problem with the alternative colleges is that in an effort to keep the ideas
alive they kept the doors open even with dwindling enrollments ; they were then dissolved by the administrations . I think that you keep the ideas alive by not dissipating your energies in keeping the doors open .
SV There is access to equipment now through adult education programs and colleges .
If people are dedicated then they will work and find the equipment . That is the case
now but not when the Center opened in 1971 .
WW
Community educational facilities are moving into the area of video, and in a
few years they will need information about processing systems .
RH

People who are serious are purchasing their own equipment .

MB

But they can't process ; colorizers and synthesizers aren't really available yet .

SV
If people had the information they could . This is where we are talking about
going . I like this idea very much . I think that Sherry is right . You must slow the
Center down rather than closing it ; but you must slow it down, and not work so hard
to do it in the grandiose way that it has been done in the past . It's a natural next
step . We must talk about how to distribute information, what information we are to
distribute and whether there will remain access to hardware and systems for artists .
PD
I see the information disseminated in two ways . One is the idea of invited seminars or conferences and the other is the publication of flyers or newsletters .
Electronotes is an interesting model .
WW
That's the model I think would be most interesting and useful to people . In
terms of video there really isn't any information available now . A couple of books
like Video Art or Spaghetti City or Ken Marsh's book . But what we are talking about
is system design and constructon also .
SV
Conferences are a good idea, but not for the general public . For us . The interesting thing about Gerry's (O'Grady) conference in Buffalo last Spring was that it
brought us all together to talk individually . Conferences for the makers . They must
be small and involve people from New York and Chicago and Michigan .
RH

They should also be specific, with focused issues not showcases .

SV
We must meet and talk, share information . We are all working in the same area .
There is a lot of little information which we all need to avoid common mistakes .
WW

Maybe we could think about money to bring people up to these conferences .

RH
We could use the Center as the vehicle . I see the Center as an organism to
assist the development and realization of these kinds of ideas . The Center can be
the umbrella organization, a collection of interested artists who are acting as
individuals but have common interests and goals . These kinds of projects can be
funded through the Center ; we feed the ideas to Sherry and she finds the solutions .
She's good at that, and she doesn't have to get paid . Another question is whether
we find a builder like Richard . To realize some of these systems, to document .
PD
One of the problems that we face is to be constantly up to date .In the technological developments . I have an obligation to show you the technical things that come
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my way .
WW
I'd like a mailbox service so I get the information you give to Rich . I don't
have contact with much of anyone in this area .
SM
Mavbe you could make me the central information point . We are already doing a
newsletter about the Center . We were already planning to include a column about technical information ; I was hoping to have people contribute small bits of information,
maybe about chips, new products, commercial sources for parts, books, that kind of
thing . Let's include this kind of information and start with the newsletter . .
SV
I think that is a futile method . Information about chips is outdated so rapidly
that by the time the print information comes out it isn't very useful .
WW

It's not just chips ; it's concepts and products too .

SM
The phone sounds impractical - the expense would be enormous . Print copy could
also serve as reference material .
SV
This information gathering and dissemination is a full time job .
talk . I'd like to have a conference every month to be up on things .

I love tech

PD
The General Systems people out at school (SUNY-Binghamton) got a grant from the
UN . They have a central computer commuter and can petition the UN for a terminal .
They put information into the computer and access by phone . Mavbe we could think in
terms of using the microprocessors at the Center and in Buffalo . I keep track of
information by ripping it out of magazines and stuff and putting it in files with
appropriate labels . Then when someone comes in with a problem I give them the file
and let them Xrox the information they need . That's a service .
SV

We should be on the UN terminal . Even if we had it on our systems . . .

W47
I don't know if that's feasible in terms of hardware and people at this point .
We could exchange files though .
R.Ti

This information exchange is a very big issue .

SV
I agree that we must make the separation between information that is for us and
that which goes to the public .
RH
Another possibility is to exchange hardware in addition to information . We do it
already and maybe we could formalize it and open it up to a few others .
SV
This works, but we can't exchange boards as long as we are all doing prototypes,
and we will be doing prototypes for the rest of our lives .
RH
We could also distribute tapes through the Center . Tapes made by people who are
committed to the idea of the Center and processing . I've never been happy with the
present distribution systems . We can all also communicate verbally ; we could also use
the Center as a centralized place for booking and scheduling talks, showings and workshops by all of us .
SV
There's a problem . The video we do isn't well accepted . We sort of apologize for
its being technical . The audience sort of rejects it for being technological . I want
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to make a Tech Lib .
RH
That's partly
understand what it
writing ( through
Miller and Hocking

our fault . We don't communicate with people so that they can
is that we do . That is part of the function of this book we're
a'grant from the National Endowment for the Arts for Vasulkas,
to write a book concerning concepts of electronic image processing) .

PD
But can you really explain this in a book . It's like the Impressionist painters
trying to explain Impressionsim ; that's insane .
RH
The point of the book is to get grounded in simple concepts of video . It hasn't
been done yet . And it's badly needed by teachers, students and artists as well as the
general public . We have a sense of social responsibility to do this .
SV
The Impressionists, the group around Gertrude Stein, we must talk about this later,
didn't communicate with the public but did among themselves . They knew that what they
were doing was important, that they had an incredible force behind them . There was no
way that they could sell a painting . There were apostles around them who would go out
and try to educate the public . This has always been the case in art .
RH
We are complete people ; we don't see the arts as outside society . The arts are important to society and we are trying to get that across .
PD

It seems that the importance of the arts varies with the amount of money available .

SV
This processing video art is more expensive ; there is almost no way that an individual can sponsor it unless they are independently rich . But you can always paint or
make poetry .
RH
I exchange tapes. with the Vasulkas, but not with anyone else, and I should .
It seems as if we have to formulate ways of working with each other within our own
construct and also get it out at the same time to others .
WW
I agree with Ralph . People don't know anything about television although it is
recognized as the major generator of cultural values . Some things should go out about
that from Ralph and Sherry .
SV
Poland hasn't become Marxist because the Poles go to Church . The State can't do
anything about it ; they have tried everything . They were desparate to stop people from
going to Church . So they play Kojak on Sunday mornings . It works . People are torn between protest against the State and Kojak .
PB

They need Betamax .
What do you think about all of this Peer?

PB

In many ways what we are talking about we are talking about because of money .
Partially .

PB
It is forcing us to question what kinds of programs the Center has . It seems that
we are talking about two different kinds of research : (1) research in the design and
building of new processing systems and (2) research that comes from artists using_ the
equipment in the studio to explore and make new works . One of the things that is interesting is that the artists who work at the Center are coming from many different
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art forms - dance, literature, music - and they must go out of their way to
come to the Center to work and dedicate their lives for that period of time . The
Center certainly doesn't exist for'the benefit of the students at the University
o r videomakers from the local area . Some of the people working at the Center have
gone on to buy or build their own equipment while others don't do that but do continue to work . I'm concerned that the studio program exist in some form . When I
think of the people who work at the Center I don't think of people off the street .
That's not the case . The problem is not interest ; whenever we put out information or
invite people in, we get more people than we want and can handle . As the funds were
cut back, access to the portapacks was the first to go ; the use of portable systems
is now directly tied to the studio - as information collectors, so the tapes can
be processed . The highest priority is the research, both in the building and designing
of the technology and the use of the technology by the artists . A decision has to be
made about the building and also about the making of the tapes as a second kind of
research . It all ties together .
SM
We may have a clearer ides about artists using the studio next year as we begin
to put up 'barriers', begin to ask artists to contribute to the Center or to pay a
fee . Some artists may drop out ; I think we will begin to see how many people are
willing to make that commitment . I'm very torn . My impulse is to maintain the artists
production program in some form . I don't feel that at this point it is realistic to
think that individual artists-can build processing systems of the sophistication
available through the production program ; many of our components are prototypes they were designed and built by people working at the Center . You can't buy them .
Electronic image processing systems are not available at many other centers around
the State, and most universities don't have them either . The artists working at the
Center are definitely committed to processing ; they aren't street people . I think
the term 'public access' is very misleading and shouldn't be used in reference to
the studio program . One of our big problems in supporting the studio program is that
the production of tapes is an invisible process ; things like not putting credits on
the tapes means that audiences don't have any exposure to the Center . Because the
production of tapes takes a certain amount of time for each artist, the Center can
only claim about one hundred people each year who produce works . Of course, that
doesn't at all give any indication of the numbers of people who actually see works
that are made here . We try to get artists to be more sensitive to this problem, to
let us know about showings, but it's difficult and means a lot of paperwork .
PB

I think that the studio program is essential . The question is how to support it .

SM
We have talked about the idea of memberships and fees paid by artists .
have to implement something like that in August .

We will

RH
What about not having a studio but letting artists rent systems which they can
then take home with them for a period of time .
PB

It sounds inefficient .

PD

What about transportation and damage .
Could we design a system for this purpose .

SM
The idea of a studio is a flexible concept and it certainly doesn't have to mean
a large space . It can be a room in a house .
WW
The Center studio has always been a large one . The Freeks and Woodstock Community Video both used houses .
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PH
We are kind of going around in circles now, but what about getting a small so_ace
in Owego . We are back to place again .
N
I think that's a good idea . I'm still thinking about what Peer said . We all know
how to scale down the Center ; we just keep cutting and doing the programs on less
amounts of money . The real threat is that in two years there might be no money, and
we should put creative energy into figure out what to do with no money . How to keep
the ideas alive .
VZ

Do you think that is a real possibility?

ALL

Sure

RH
The question also involves the idea of responsibility to the public ; how responsible should we be to them . I'm using the word public now to mean the other
artists we are working with .
PH
That's the public : the artists . The terms are confusing . I think it is important
that we make it clear .
RH
So the aspects of the program that we have talked about so far in relation to
responsibility to the art community include (1) information gathering and dissemination .
Here we seem to be talking mostly about hardware and systems and concepts . This can
take the form of books, pamphlets or newsletters or a combination . It seems to fall
into the category of research . (2) tape distribution . Distributing the tapes of people involved in the idea of processing .
(3) lecture presentations at places around
the country . This also involves the general public to some extent . (4) studio production program . Is this also included? It seems to fall also into the category of
research . It is partly a question of how, in what ways we want to put the research
out to people .
WW
The priorities are as you stated them : information collection and dissemination
through print and conferences to the artists and in some form to the interested public
and then the production program .
RH

The most difficult is the production program .

Research and communication are top priority ; the studio is lower . If the studio
is possible to maintain then we do it . After the first is taken care of .
RH
Maybe the style of the Vasulkas in terms of studio space is what we should think
about .
W,a
Their doors are open ; there is a definite exchange there . I have always felt that
people working there must contribute . It's different working there than at the Center .
SV
I like Ralph's suggestion . It's never been done - to give artists equipment of
this type to take home with them . I'm not saying it would work . I never go to ""edia
Study or the Center or to the University but take the equipment to my space at home
to work . People should start collecting their own equipment . Philosophically it is
very appealing . The problem is maintaining it . It may not be:._much of
problem because not just anyone could take it .
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RH
Our maintenance at the Center is much lower now simply because we have become
more selective about who may work at the Center .
WW
You do have total systems which should probably be in one space . Some of the
other things, like the floating colorizer, could be looser . We could probably do a
little of both . We already have lent colorizer systems to people anyway .
SM
Next year we should probably concentrate on the first priority - the research
and information publication . By making it more difficult for artists to get into
the studio next year I think we'll see how many artists really need access . We may
find that many just aren't that committed . Or we may have a core of artists and can
develop a production program around that group .
RH
I would propose for next year : (1) no shows (2) students must maintain the
place (3) we work on an appointment basis ; people must make an appointment to work
and the doors aren't open 9 to 5 . (4) no workshops .
SM
I don't think Peer and I agree with you about the workshops . Some of the workshops are now paid for. Next year they must all be paid for . But the workshops offer
at this point the only real avenue for artists with no experience in video to gain
the use of the production facility . To get enough instruction to be able to realistically use the facility . Peer and I have talked about a series for next year which
starts with the basic course and then goes to the processing workshop and then is
followed by a practicum of sorts, where people can use the systems but under supervision and in a structured manner .
PB
I am concerned about the shows also . I think the series 'Video by
went well this year . I think what we should think about is not booking
solidly and then having to conduct the workshops and showings while an
also trying to work . It becomes too crazy . It's really overbooked : I'd
to be more specific about possible programs with no funds . What do you
to?
WW

Videomakers'
the studio
artist is
like Walter
transition

Keeping up the conversation and put in for support for the conferences .

RH
We run all of the grant money through the Center ; at that point we have a better
base for matching .
SM
I think that we should use the Center as a legal entity, an organization .It
could conceivably serve as an umbrella organization for all the individual artists
who are working in the area of processing and are concerned about the Center . I
think that if we all use the organization in that way, we also present a more organized front . I think that it is feasible and still retain the important differences among individuals and their work .
WW
We should use the organization effectively to get smaller grants for specific
programs . One thing in terms of the structure is the bookkeeping . Is there any way
to simplify that .
SM
With the change in fiscal years which appears to be resolved now I don't feel
that that is really a problem . I do all the posting and balancing and Abramson and
Abramson do the balance sheets and the audit .
So we have a certain amount of overhead to consider .
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SM
The legal and bookkeeping are issues which must be accounted for in the overhead . As Ralph pointed out, if the total organization budget is under a certain
amount then we are not required to file an audited statement with the State Board
of Charities . But I think that independent accounting gives a credibility to the
organization and helps to assure people of fiscal responsibility . I think it's
important .
WW
The incorporation papers for the Center take into account all of the arts and
education . It's real nice - we can take all of the technology and apply it to all
of the arts and educate all of the public . We can take on any project in any of
those areas .
RH
We can also own real property . I think that we should seriously consider
using the Center as the focal point . Woody and Steina don't really have an organization . I think it could benefit all of the artists working in processing .
SM

I would like to hear from Meryl and Neil .

MB
I would like to speak in favor of maintaining the studio . I have begun to
buy my own equipment and do have a certain amount but it's really nowhere, nothing
like the Center . Borrowing equipment, Ralph's suggestion, will present some problems . Like broken equipment . Perhaps the artists could help to maintain the studio
in a little house, maybe living there .
PD
What about rather than borrowing equipment you borrow people . They come to your
place and help you scrounge for equipment cheaply and th4n set up a system . You
could call it Rent a Tech .I'm a contact ; I'm into communications networks .
'-SB
I think the small group of people who will work to help the Center be in
existence maybe could organize some businesses and put the money back in or put
personal equipment into a common pool .
SV

I don't think that the idea of pooling equipment,works very well .

WW
Meryl's attitude I think is necessary - it's not what people can get from the
Center but the willingness to put back into the Center .
MB
If there is no studio that will really cut down on the numbers of people working
in image processing . It's a need . We should maintain the energy to provide the need .
PB
Maybe it would help if we analyzed the budget in terms of small programs, like
research and development, studio production, workshops and exhibition since part of
what we are talking about is decisions about programs based on funding .
RH
Partially - - the rest is responsibility and dedication . The hard part is
working there - to get a group of people to run the Center, to be responsible . .That
I'm moving toward is individual responsibility in a collective way . The program may
or may not have the studio . What Meryl brought up is interesting ; maybe people would
live there . That's a 'high level of commitment .
NZ
The public space part of the Center is important ; you can come and work in private there . I don't like the idea of working in a personal space .
'15

Someone would have to be there all the time ; the Center is a 24 hour a day oper-
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ation as we all know .
PB
Well people don't live there now although Sherry and I are there a lot and
artists are working there almost all the time .
MB
Maybe the artists could rotate the responsibility .
for three months .
PD

You have another volunteer .

I could probably live there

I like that idea .

WW
The studio in a house represents a savings of money ; I think you can provide the
necessary separation between a personal living space and a semi-public working space .
I'm thinking about what Peer said . We can think about the Center as a total - how
much it costs to run all of those programs or we can look at it from the other way starting from a few smaller programs with 2 or 3 core people serving to administer
and organize .
I'm also talking about opening up the structure of the Center to the people
Rff
who are dedicated to processing and the ideas of the Center . Like forming a board
of directors, in addition to the Center serving as an umbrella organization for
individual artists . It would get people committed to the place and the idea . What
I'm looking for at this point is something that works and to see what other things
can be done with the Center . I expect to give to it too . The answers about what to
do with the Center won't come today but what has come out of it is a lot of interesting ideas . A board of directors is usually made up of prestigious people ;the
board also has control over policy and directions .
SM
I think it might be interesting to consider the idea of a board consisting of
artists .
SV

Yes .

FE

We want people on the board to have a real interest in the place .

SV
The concept of the artist as a person who has to be kept on a pedestal, protected and away from the realities is desperately obsolete .
RH
The way things happen usually is with one person . A benevolent dictatorship .
The only reason that the Center has worked is because Sherry and I have run it .
I think that it's now time to get other people involved .
The Center is an institution, but it works because it has been kept in the
SV
hands of individuals .
PH
One of the reasons that this has come up is that the Vasulkas and Walter don't
have organizations . I think that we could all share this and govern it .
SV
We can all trust each other because we are all involved in our own work and
would rather be doing that than running an institution, so we probably could run
the Center .
SM
I think that type of organization could be more effective than each of us
working alone or in small groups
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NZ
I think that it's very important to have the studio and the equipment accessible .
PD
There is a social structure at the Center that works and is important for a lot
of people . I think that is why some people don't want to elminate the space or the
studio .
R.H
I think that if I were in Neil's position and I worked at the Center, den_ended
on it in a way to do my work, that I would be very concerned .
PB
Philosophically I support people working with equipment and not owning it . I'm
beginning to build, but I spend money on tape to use with the systems at the Center .
dZ
I have a fear of people living with the organization because it tends to be a
very closed situation .
RIH
But we are talking about sharing with other people, only it may be in a different form .
SM
I think the danger of a closed situation lies more in the people involved than
with the structure . We have always been very careful of that and made a real effort
to be responsive to all artists not just friends and friends of friends . If anything people working at the Center, as employees, probably are at a greater disadvantage in terms of booking time .
WW
The Center has grown and evolved, and I think that the people make the difference . I don't think there is a danger of the Center becoming a closed system .
RIi
I would suggest that we all think about what we have discussed . We will try to
get to each of you an outline of the things we have discussed . I think that when
we meet again we should be prepared to be more specific .

